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Part I

fig. 1, Roman copy by Kritios and Nesiotes, Tyrranicides, c. 476-477 BC

Detritus and the Icon highlights the relationship between the figure and the monument and the contrast between the gravity of earth and the lightness of the Divine. The
Greek sculpture, the Tyrannicides, depicting the assassins of the tyrant Hipparchus,
transforms into a cultural symbol of Athenian democracy, being a significant illustration
of the power of the monument (fig. 1). Andrew Stewart notes the two Greek words for
power dynamis, meaning the “power to” and archē, meaning “power over” and how this
was most concentrated in the busts of Alexander the Great.1 Encapsulating this power,
the Tyrannicides were a symbol and structure of remembrance, informing a culture of
the concept of democracy and the historical figures who brought it about. In my work of

1 Andrew

Stewart, Art in the Hellenistic World (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 44-45.
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fig. 2, Brian Madonna Socially Distanced Bodies
(Detail), 2021

fig. 3, Brian Madonna, Socially Distanced Bodies,
2021

the quotidian life in New York City from the past few years, I bring the banal and detritus
into conversation with my endeavor in monument building for ages past. Contrasting autonomous figures with those of deep faith in a Divine order and tradition, I portray the
banality of daily life through paintings of anti-heroes who suffer under the weight of autocratic structures devoid of transcendental values (fig. 2). This two-part endeavor is
meant to engage the negative circumstances in my surroundings, while simultaneously
searching for a vision of hope. By entering the Western tradition of iconography, I have
found symbolism and composition from painters like Rogier van Der Weyden and
Lorenzo Lotto, while utilizing forms of expression and materiality inspired by artists like
Anselm Kiefer, David Byrd, Leon Golub, and Georg Baselitz. By combining transcendental, romantic themes with banal portrayals of the human condition, I seek to provide
a sense of eminence that retains a relatable empathy.
Part II
6

Alienation is represented in my portraits of figures on the train that are painted
relying on memory and drawings of people on the New York City subway system. Under
the constraints of the city’s already structured atmosphere, the train passengers wear
medical face masks that remove their personal identities. As a barrier, the mask removes verbal agency and facial and visual cues. My depictions of train passengers
present a muted and calculated existence, directed by both the technological forces that
surround the passengers and also exist in the passengers’ hands (fig. 3). An aerial
composition places the viewer in the frame of a CC TV lens monitoring the inattentive
rider. Inspiration for these compositions can be traced to Edward Hopper’s paintings
which are described by Margaret Iversen as “the film-still quality and the view fro the
passing vehicle.”2

Hopper’s paintings “somehow combine to make the scene vivid

fig. 4, David Byrd, Under Table, 2011

2

Margaret Iversen, “In the Blind Field: Hopper and the Uncanny,” Art History 21, no.3 (1998): 421.
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fig. 5, Francis Bacon, Triptych, 1987

rather than, as one might expect, obscure…” because of the “spectator’s reverie…
latches onto this chance encounter.” 3 As Iversen notes, the spectator’s unconscious is
“stirred” by familiar scenes or objects composed in oblique angles or a “fleeting
glance.”4 I utilize this technique in composing perspectives from the train platform and
unexpected cropping. However, I transform the paintings from their original context of
the train through tightly hanging the individual panels into a grid (fig. 3). Though these
paintings address technological structures, they actively foil digital media through expressive, churning textures and color. The muted palette is driven by a hospital-style
green that brings a feeling of melancholy relating to some of the paintings of David Byrd
(fig. 4). These isolated portraits are also in the lineage of the psychologically palpable
paintings of Francis Bacon, whose aggressive handling of paint in his portraits communicate a disfiguration of the contemporary figure as in Triptych, 1987 (fig. 5). To him,
“painting is the result of the interaction of those accidents [chance in the process of applying paint]”, which differs somewhat from my process of multiple preparatory drawings
and compositional planning.5
3

Iversen, “In the Blind Field”, 422.

4

Iversen, “In the Blind Field”, 422.

5 Anthony

Bond et al., Francis Bacon: Five Decades (Sydney: Art Gallery of New South Wales, 2012),

18.
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fig. 6, Brian Madonna, Ashli, 2020

A part of this surveillance landscape is the painting Ashli (fig. 6). The painting develops from Edouard Manet’s Dead Toreador, a painting notably focused on the spectacle of violence in bullfighting. Clumps of old dried, oil paint embedded in a mixture of
thick oil paint composes the decomposing body. The victorious bull is scraped out in oil
pastels, striding away from the death. A stadium door is simply delineated in the background and the agent of death is scraped out of the arena wall. The blue backpack behind the figure is lightly demarcated as the ghost of the figure. Holding a matte American flag in death, the figure represents society and victim. Manet’s use of the lone figure
and the stage-like ground is referenced by the minimal construction of environment and
lighting exemplifying the display and consumption of this act.
Part III
My paintings of train passengers, displayed in a tight grid, create a disorienting
composition, abstracting the viewer from its context. Ashli is a work focalizing the spectacle of violence in the United States. I was drawn to making these works because of
the disorienting nature of the Covid-19 pandemic and all of the health measures that
have been put into place and the use of digital media in visualizing violence. After near9

fig. 7, Georg Baselitz, With Red Flag, 1965

ly two years, there still seems to be a sense of uncertainty about how to navigate the
public sphere during these conditions. I have been compelled to make monumental
icons to transcend the bleak circumstances.
The development of my project on monuments was driven by the discovery of
Georg Baselitz’s series of hero paintings from the late 1960’s who helped me find a
more contemporary and expressive framework. Baselitz was born during the final years
of World War II in Germany and experienced the intensely traumatic aftermath of the
great horrors that occurred.6 The clear divide in Germany between West and East Germany brought great uncertainty for the future. To understand these vastly different
worlds, one based upon democracy contained within the traditions of the West and the
other a utopian —regimented world of communist structure in the East— Baselitz undertook the creation of his hero paintings. These depict war-torn figures that ambivalently
6

Max Hollein et al., Georg Baselitz: The Heroes (Hirmer, 2016), 13.
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seem legendary and lost at the same time. Baselitz uses scale and a low horizon line to
make his figures feel monumental in the world they inhabit (fig. 7). In my work He’s done
miracles on me, I use Baselitz’s technique, enlarging the massive figure of Kanye West
who towers over the surrounding mountains, cities, and vehicles (fig. 8). The adverse
landscape is overcome by the strength of the towering pioneer. Where my work departs
from Baselitz, is in specificity of depiction. My paintings portray specific, resolute figures
who eclipse their surrounding environments. In addition, the expressive use of oil paint
in my work is more varied. I use more specificity in paint mixing; it can be to give gravity
to thick sections of the foreground, or, as in building in the middle panel of Pastor,
Prophet, Martyr, Spy, to render specific surface texture of stonework (fig. 10).
Like Baselitz, I found a need to engage the uncertain landscape surrounding me
and have found a kindred sentiment in artist Thomas Houseago’s Vision Paintings. My
similar need for transcendental vision during difficult times, like the global Covid-19
pandemic, led me to these monumental, historic figures. Researching the biographies of
these individuals gave me encouragement to continue and find a way to be “an ambassador of hope” as Houseago describes.7 In so doing, this project of hero painting is a
counter to my confrontation of the negative in the surrounding world, as embodied by
Socially Distanced Bodies and Ashli. As many artists have done in the past few centuries, I see these individuals in my daily life. Rather than having these figures sit for me
like Ludwig Meidner, capturing German-Jewish intellectuals of the early 1900’s, or Alice
Neel portraying those in her city, I find these figures in the mass media of the information age. Whether it be through books, music, podcasts, or video, I have encountered

7

“Thomas Houseago in Conversation with Michel Draguet” YouTube video, 14:22, interview, Posted by
“Xavier Hufkens,” July 6, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGa9XdW7cZE.
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fig. 9, Albert Pinkham Ryder, Jonah, 1885-1895

fig. 8, Brian Madonna, He’s done miracles on me, 2020

individuals who profoundly impacted the world around them. Painting heroic figures becomes an effort to embody their character and transcendence.
Part IV
He’s done miracles on me is a painting of rapper and fashion designer Kanye
West (fig. 8). The painting references his music video for the song Follow God from his
Jesus is King album released in 2019. I portray West in hieratic scale, wearing Carhartt
overalls and an orange hunting hoodie, holding his rifle looking to portrayals of American pioneers. In the background to the left lies the faded structures of city buildings with
some collapsed and in decay. The tank and dogs are painted thickly as they enter the
foreground. Other parts of the panel are painted with less impasto, allowing them to
have distance from the viewer. Cold wax medium gives the snowy ground its matte,
12

clumpy texture. The background of the picture is stormy with darkness nearly eclipsing
the sun. Nature is infused with a turbulence as in the painting of Jonah by Albert
Pinkham Ryder, without the explicit references to the Divine (fig. 9). West focuses on his
family, emphasizing how he came to forgive and reconcile with his father who became
his “best friend.”8 Most of all, the painting captures a flawed individual with very public
failings who has managed to transcend the entanglements of his humanity.
My triptych of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the German theologian, Pastor, Prophet, Martyr, Spy, shows the course of his life and legacy during WWII (fig. 10). Using a threepanel format (a triptych), there is a cinematic flow of the works reading from left to right,

fig. 10, Brian Madonna, Pastor, Prophet, Martyr, Spy, 2021

8

“Kanye West - Follow God,” YouTube video, 2:27, music video, posted by “Kanye West,” November 8,
2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivCY3Ec4iaU .
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referencing devotional objects of the 14th century Florence.9 Blue illuminating light
draws the eye through the panels from the descent of the hero to resurrection. Texture
from large amounts of paint, mixed with old, dried paint chunks and wax establish the
weight of the ground planes. In contrast, thin layers in the upper sections communicate
the lightness above. The left panel shows Bonhoeffer in German concentration camps in
hieratic scale pulling bodies out of languishing in dark isolation. Looking to Lorenzo Lotto’s Trinity, the dove is a symbolic embodiment of the Holy Spirit and is a confined representation of the larger force of natural light behind in blue (fig. 11). Fabio Barry notes
that “Lotto has not represented the Eternal Father corporeally, but rather as a great silhouette. The Godhead is truly an éminence rise, whose brilliant presence it expressed
only by a gloomy absence, because lux (uncreated light) is strictly unintelligible, and so
humanly invisible.”10 While the hazy blue does not present a “gloomy absence” it is a
form of abstract, Divine illumination flowing through the figure of Bonhoeffer.11 The middle panel frontally portrays Flossenbürg camp, the site of his martyrdom. Simultaneously the architecture of destruction is framed as imposing and as a prop. The bleakness of
the harsh stonework and ground recalls the palette and materiality of Anselm Kiefer,
with his sense of time in continuous buildup of earth.12 Christ seated in the heavens surrounded by angels is painted above in thin, luminous glazes. The third panel shows
Bonhoeffer’s buried body and his writings flowing out of him. These letters are made
9

David G. Wilkins, "Opening the Doors to Devotion: Trecento Triptychs and Suggestions concerning Images and Domestic Practice in Florence." Studies in the History of Art 61 (2002): 372, JSTOR.
10

Fabio Barry, “Lux and Lumen: The symbolism of real and represented light in the Baroque Dome,” Kritische Berichte 30, no.4 (2002): 22.
11

Barry, “Lux and Lumen,” 22.

12

Matthew Biro, Anselm Kiefer (New York: Phaidon Press Inc., 2013), 97.
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fig. 12, Anselm Kiefer, Man under a Pyramid,

1996

fig. 11, Lorenzo Lotto, Holy Trinity, 1519-1520

with paint skins embedded in mounds of earthen-like paint that encapsulate Bonhoeffer’s body, presenting a relationship between the monument and the figure, as in
Anselm Kiefer’s work Man under a Pyramid (fig. 12). The letters radiate outward in the
composition, drawing the figures encapsulated in earth towards the ladder out of the
bleak valley. Through Bonhoeffer’s life, he made clear through his convictions that cowardice has no place within a man who does not fear death.
Richard Wurmbrand is another biography depicted in Tortured for Christ (fig. 13).
His body is articulated by the gashes and scrapes of the palette knife showing the history accumulated on his body, as artist Leon Golub symbolically dealt with victims of torture (fig. 14). This painting focuses on his testimony before the U.S. Senate’s Internal
Security Subcommittee in May 1966, where Wurmbrand retold the abuses he underwent, culminating in the removal of his shirt to show the brutality the Soviet regime in
Romania.13 The vertical panel shows his mugshots when he was apprehended thinly
painted as a ghost. In the background stands a large, matte architectural void with the
13

“Our Founders”, Voice of the Martyrs, Accessed December 5, 2021. https://www.persecution.com/
founders/
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fig. 14, Leon Golub, Interrogation 1, 1981

fig. 13, Brian Madonna, Tortured for Christ, 2021

walls towering above. Wurmbrand is painted in thin layers in comparison to the surrounding impasto of the tables, framing his body in the environment of viewing. The
large scale of his body, relates to the viewer, enabling them to enter his experience.
Overall, Wurmbrand’s life shows that those with firm faith can withstand some of the
worst hardship.
Harriet Strengthens the Troops shows the American heroine, Harriet Tubman,
who risked her life for people who had yet to escape the bonds of slavery (fig. 15). The
night painting of Tubman and other runaway slaves recalls the night-time long exposure
photographs of Dawoud Bey of the underground railroad (fig 16). Further inspiration
comes from the vast, night seascapes With Sloping Mast and Dipping Prow and Moonlit

16

fig. 16, Dawoud Bey, Untitled #12 [The Marsh],
2017

fig. 15, Brian Madonna, Harriet Strengthens the Troops, 2021

Cove by Albert Pinkham Ryder (image list 1 and 2). The painting depicts a spirit-like
Tubman and slaves she had freed, on the run to Northern states, with one of the men in
the caravan, thickly cemented on the bottom right hand of the panel, threatening to
leave and go back to his old “master.” In their lightness, the other figures can transcend
the earthly constraints and face the deep and dark waters in the passage to freedom.
She recalls threatening with a pistol any man who wanted to cower away from being set
free. She said, “if he was weak enough to give out, he'd be weak enough to betray us all
and all who had helped us, and do you think I'd let so many die just for one coward
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man?”14 A parallel can be found in the Bayeux tapestry 1066, where Bishop Odo is depicted with a club going into battle with William the Conqueror. 15 Latin words embroidered above the bishop are “Hic Odo Eps [Episcopus] Baculu[m] Tenens
Confortat Pueros” which means: “Here, Bishop Odo, holding his club, comforts his
boys.”16 Father George Rutler notes that the older English term comfort means to
strengthen, from which it is understood that strengthening can be painful and not pleasant, but it cultivates character.17 This small aspect of Tubman’s character and the preoccupation of her life, exemplifies courage to not tolerate unspeakable evils while
demonstrating the faith in God to guide her safely through trouble.
Part V
Utilizing Western iconography, like those made by Rogier van Der Weyden in the
15th century up till contemporary artists like Georg Baselitz, I have found visual inspiration to portray heroes who have conquered great adversity. By looking back to historical
figures I have found fresh context with which to handle the hardships of today. The 18th
century philosopher and statesman, Edmund Burke promotes the importance of this historical context by saying, “We are afraid to put men to live and trade each on his own
private stock of reason; because we suspect that this stock in each man is small, and
that the individuals would do better to avail themselves of the general bank and capital

14

“Harriet Tubman: The ‘Moses’ of Her People”, Christian History Magazine Editorial Staff, Mark Galli,
Ted Olsen, J.I. Packer, Accessed December 5, 2021. https://www.christianitytoday.com/history/people/
activists/harriet-tubman.html
15

“Expel the Wicked Person from Among You,” Fr. George Rutler, Accessed December 5, 2021, https://
www.ncregister.com/blog/expel-the-wicked-person-from-among-you
16

“Expel the Wicked Person from Among You”
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“Expel the Wicked Person from Among You”
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of nations, and of ages.”18 It has been with no little effort that I have been researching
individuals' lives and achievements and developing a recognizable symbolism that can
speak to audiences from different backgrounds. My belief is that it is important to gather
from this “general bank and capital of nations, and of ages” rather than be in the current
circumstances without the proper context. Finding myself lacking the education in such
history and context, I have set out in making these works to reflect the strength I have
received from that “general bank.” In my exhibition Detritus and the Icon, the need for
an evaluation of the present detritus in light of icons from the past is established. By
preserving the biographies of these heroes, I wish to make their lives and actions physically present in the way I use paint to offer a vision of hope to those who view them.

18

Edmund, Burke. “Reflections on the Revolution in France.” In Reflections on the Revolution in France
and Other Writings, edited by Jesse Norman, 425-646. New York: Alfred A. Knopf (Penguin Random
House LLC, 2015) 500.
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